
The	explanation	of	the Price	of	Wisdom Art-Peace	

 In this Art-Peace called “Price of wisdom” we will be discovering something of astronomical proportions 
from the book of Job. When looking at this Art-Peace find the biggest letter you can. Which is the letter Pey. This 
Hebrew letter by itself means a mouth or speech. It's literally the vehicle of creation as G-D spoke everything into 
existence & out of there abundance of the heart the mouth speaks.  

 Inside this letter Pey are three Hebrew words. The first word above spelled ומשך means the price of, the 

second word to the left written vertically is spelled חכמה means wisdom, the third word below spelled מפנינים 
means is above rubies. So all together this says “The Price of Wisdom is above Rubies” which is a passage found in 
the Hebrew Scriptures in the book of Job 28:18 & it’s written on the BIG letter Pey which again means a mouth or 
speech. So altogether this means that you are proclaiming with your mouth that “The Price of Wisdom is above 
Rubies”. Easy as that, however, there is something marvelous hidden here when looking inside the BIG letter Pey 
you will notice the numbers 719 divided over 80 equalling the letter A which is 8.9875 as 719 divided over 80 is 
8.9875. Then, to the top left you will see the square root of A or the square root of 8.9875 which is equal to 2.99 & 
some floating points. This number is the scientific notation for the speed of light in meters per second when you 
multiply it, 2.99 x 10 to the 8th power giving you the speed of light in meters per second, denoted in this Art-
Peace as the letter C which means the speed of light in scientific notation. You will notice it is written inside the 
opening of the mouth of the BIG letter Pey, as if this mouth or your own mouth can literally proclaim G-Ds word 
at the speed of light just by saying with your mouth “The Price of Wisdom is above Rubies.” In Hebrew it’s 
pronounced “oo-me-shech choch-ma mip-ni-nim”. Just remember though… when making this Holy 
proclamation from the Hebrew Scriptures it’s operating at the speed of light  : )  

 Now for the two words above & below the Big letter Pey. The word on top והיה means “it shall come to 

pass” & if you rearrange the letters it spells the Divine Name of G-D. The word below means מכסא from the 
Throne. So these two words together say “from the Throne it shall come to pass” Or it can be looked at as G-D 
upon his Throne & what is it that shall come to pass from the Throne? Its G-Ds Word at the speed of light!  

 Now let’s focus on a code written vertically in the BIG letter Pey which is TWlzaGxlaSA4 & when you 
decode this string it says Mishlei 8. Which means Proverbs 8 & begins with, will not wisdom call out & 
understanding give forth its voice?… Please do your soul a favor & read Proverbs 8 as this code would be hinting 
at. This passage is quite tearful. One should also read Tehillim or Psalms 119:129-136 which is a passage 
dedicated to the BIG letter Pey! Also Job 28:28 says “Behold, the fear of the Lord is wisdom & shunning evil is 
understanding! The secrets of the Universe are literally written in the Hebrew Bible in plain text! These passages 
alone contain the ultimate secret of the Universe! The fear of G-D Almighty, shunning evil & as King David said 
that we must hate every false way! This is truly the highest level, beyond the speed of light itself.  

 May we Bless Adonai the King, May we Fear His Holy Name & Remember the Torah of His servant 
Moses. The Hebrew Alphabet is the Genetic Fabric of the Universe, the Holy Torah is the Mirrored Reflection of 
Pure Divine Will (G-D) in the Cosmos, & May the Eternal Light of the Holy Torah fall like Rain upon the Earth. 
May this Art-Peace shed the Light & the Truth of the Holy Torah’s Sublime Wisdom upon all those who See it & 
Hear the Words therein, & May this Art spark Holy conversations that are pleasing to our KING, the Holy One 
Blessed be He forever & ever Hallelu’Yah amen!  

Additional information comes with Art.  

Discoveries, Literature, & Art by “Tsophnat Paneach the Speed of Light Artisan” 

Meaning “Decoder of Mysteries” = “The one who explains what is hidden”  

The place where Astrophysics & Art collide! ESM.us All Art inspired by the Hebrew Bible


